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Descendants auradon travel guide

Do you love the descendants so much, but you feel you don't know enough about their history and birthplace? Now you have the opportunity to see for yourself what they really have in the Auradon Travel Guide Game. Just like a tourist, you can check out a museum that contains all the magical objects that played a big role in some of the most famous fairy
tales. Find out some facts about things like diamonds that seven dwarfs dug in a mine. Or learn about the infamous magic mirror that belonged to the Evil Queen! Or discover things written on some other famous things, like Jafar's Turban! But, oh! So many other items are missing from the book. You need to examine the map until you find them and take
them back to the place where they belong. Find out where they were hidden and stop the bad guys from ending their plan. Test your knowledge by taking the quiz! Once you have finished dealing with the map, you can always take the quiz on magical history. This is not your usual boring test, but something to spice up your knowledge of Disney heroes. Try
high grade! Some questions can be difficult to answer, and you may get them wrong, but don't panic! There's always another way to make things right. Just spend as much time as you need and think through every answer. After acquiring all these knowledge and magical skills, you are ready to become one citizen of auradon or a lost island. Upload a photo
of you and stop your magic passport! Now you're a real part of it. Have fun! Game Details and Stats Auradon Travel Guide is a great descendants game that you can play NuMKi for free. It is added to our website on Saturday, December 29, 2018. The game has been played 2472 times so far and has received a rating of 93 / 100 with a total of 72 user votes,
67 likes and 5 dislikes. Auradon travel guide is loaded with iframe, so it would be enough to change across all browsers, including mobile devices. The game window resolution is optimized for the best visual performance, with a width of 660px and a height of 490px. If you like to play auradon travel guide, you may be excited to find out that there are still 16
descendants of the games you can try! The most popular are Mal vs Uma and last added are the descendants of 3 Stories Related Games Please wait ... You should know that Adobe Flash Player is constantly updated, games may not work correctly if you do not update your Flash Player.Download the new version of Flash Player on the official page of
Games Video Characters Shop Games Cancel © Disney, All Rights Reserved, Disney Channel Descendants: Auradon Travel Guide is an online game that can be played in today's browsers for free. Descendants: Auradon Travel Guide Online is in the categoryxxx. This game has received 7812 plays and 79% of the game's players have voted against this
game. Descendants: Auradon Travel Guide is made from html5 technology and available in the computer and mobile app. You can play the game for free online on your PC, Android devices, and also on your iPhone and iPad. Descendants: Auradon Travel Guide is a cool themed game featuring your favorite characters from Disney's descendants. In this
title, you will explore Auradon and find different paths to find your adventures! SHOW MORE If you want a better gaming experience, you can play the game in full screen mode. The game can be played for free in online browsers, do not download need! Did you like playing this game? then check out our Disney games, HTML5 games, Quiz games, Disney
descendants games. Welcome back to this games-kid.com, where dear friends we have for you an interesting and fun game that you can play here games-kids.com from today. In this new interesting game, you must be very careful because dear friends you will see a new interesting game descendants games in the category where you have the opportunity
to play with all the protagonists. Dear friends, you must help all the children here games-kids.com to play here in games-kids.com Auradon, which is not easy, because you have to be very careful, because for the children here to visit and explore Auradon Castle, you must answer different questions and quizzes games-kids.com about the descendants. That
you have to answer correctly, and so you have the opportunity to play more fun and interesting games that you play for free in a short time. Have fun! Related categories How to play Use MOUSE to play. Descendants: Auradon Travel Guide is a cool themed game featuring your favorite characters from Disney's descendants. In this title, you will explore
Auradon and find different paths to find your adventures! It literally is a guide to Auradon and you can fill in some cool mini-games and puzzles. Look at the hidden objects and make sure to communicate as much as possible. Can you explore Auradon and have fun with your offspring? Release Date June 2015 Developer Disney developed Descendants:
Auradon Travel Guide. Features Many mini-games do, including quiz and find hidden objects in the Interactive interface Platform web browser (desktop and mobile) Controls left mouse button to play the game. Game.
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